
Creative Writing at Virtual-Abbey! 24.07.2020  Theme: Creations 

To the Reader 
by Denise Levertov 
 
As you read, a white bear leisurely 
pees, dyeing the snow 
saffron, 
 
and as you read, many gods 
lie among lianas: eyes of obsidian 
are watching the generations of leaves, 
 
and as you read 
the sea is turning its dark pages, 
turning 
its dark pages. 

Archaic Torso of Apollo - Rainer Maria Rilke 

We cannot know his legendary head 
with eyes like ripening fruit. And yet his torso 
is still suffused with brilliance from inside, 
like a lamp, in which his gaze, now turned to low, 

gleams in all its power. Otherwise 
the curved breast could not dazzle you so, nor could 
a smile run through the placid hips and thighs 
to that dark center where procreation flared. 

Otherwise this stone would seem defaced 
beneath the translucent cascade of the shoulders 
and would not glisten like a wild beast's fur: 

would not, from all the borders of itself, 
burst like a star: for here there is no place 
that does not see you. You must change your life. 

Prompts / things to think about 

1. Write about a time you experienced a piece of art that really moved you. It 
could be a photograph, statue, play, poem, novel, painting, music… 

2. Write about the experience of reading, starting each sentence: ‘As you read…’ 
3. If you could make statue of anyone, who would it be and why? 

https://www.poetrynook.com/poet/denise-levertov
https://poets.org/poet/rainer-maria-rilke


Are All the Break-Ups in Your Poems Real? 
BY AIMEE NEZHUKUMATATHIL 

If by real you mean as real as a shark tooth stuck 

in your heel, the wetness of a finished lollipop stick, 

the surprise of a thumbtack in your purse— 

then Yes, every last page is true, every nuance, 

bit, and bite. Wait. I have made them up—all of them— 

and when I say I am married, it means I married 

all of them, a whole neighborhood of past loves. 

Can you imagine the number of bouquets, how many 

slices of cake? Even now, my husbands plan a great meal 

for us—one chops up some parsley, one stirs a bubbling pot 

on the stove. One changes the baby, and one sleeps 

in a fat chair. One flips through the newspaper, another 

whistles while he shaves in the shower, and every single 

one of them wonders what time I am coming home. 

 

Prompts / things to think about 

1. Start a piece of free-writing with the words: ‘I have made them up – all of 

them..’ and see where it takes you. 

2. Write your own version of this poem, substituting ‘break-ups’ for anything 

else you want: arguments, flowers, family members, stars, feelings… 

3. Invent a village where you live and describe all of your imaginary neighbours. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/aimee-nezhukumatathil


Poem For People That Are Understandably Too Busy To Read Poetry 

 by Stephen Dunn 

 

Relax. This won’t last long. 

Or if it does, or if the lines 

make you sleepy or bored, 

give in to sleep, turn on 

the T.V., deal the cards. 

This poem is built to withstand 

such things. Its feelings 

cannot be hurt. They exist 

somewhere in the poet, 

and I am far away. 

Pick it up anytime. Start it 

in the middle if you wish. 

It is as approachable as melodrama, 

and can offer you violence 

if it is violence you like. Look, 

there’s a man on a sidewalk; 

the way his leg is quivering 

he’ll never be the same again. 

This is your poem 

and I know you’re busy at the office 

or the kids are into your last nerve. 

Maybe it’s sex you’ve always wanted. 

Well, they lie together 

like the party’s unbuttoned coats, 

slumped on the bed 

waiting for drunken arms to move them. 

I don’t think you want me to go on; 

everyone has his expectations, but this 

is a poem for the entire family. 

Right now, Budweiser 

is dripping from a waterfall, 

deodorants are hissing into armpits 

of people you resemble, 

and the two lovers are dressing now, 



saying farewell. 

I don’t know what music this poem 

can come up with, but clearly 

it’s needed. For it’s apparent 

they will never see each other again 

and we need music for this 

because there was never music when he or she 

left you standing on the corner. 

You see, I want this poem to be nicer 

than life. I want you to look at it 

when anxiety zigzags your stomach 

and the last tranquilizer is gone 

and you need someone to tell you 

I’ll be here when you want me 

like the sound inside a shell. 

The poem is saying that to you now. 

But don’t give anything for this poem. 

It doesn’t expect much. It will never say more 

than listening can explain. 

Just keep it in your attache case 

or in your house. And if you’re not asleep 

by now, or bored beyond sense, 

the poem wants you to laugh. Laugh at 

yourself, laugh at this poem, at all poetry. 

Come on: 

Good. Now here’s what poetry can do. 

Imagine yourself a caterpillar. 
There’s an awful shrug and, suddenly, 
You’re beautiful for as long as you live. 


